
SPEED
FEED THE CATS



Chicago Dec 6-7 

Dallas Jan 25-26 

St. Louis Feb 7-8



SPRINT



Sprinting is 
the foundation 
of sprinting. 



“You don’t plant beans and grow corn”



“Don’t plant beans.”



“Don’t plant beans.”



How do you train a cat? 

“Sprint as fast as possible,  
as often as possible,  

staying as fresh as possible.” 



If all you ever had to do is 
sprint in practice …



•Rhythm 
•Timing 
•Technique 
•Coordination 
•Fluidity 
•Flow 
•Etc. 



•Stretching 
•Weight Lifting 
•Aerobic Training 
•General Fitness 
•Core Work 
•Speed Endurance 
•Cool Downs 
•Etc. 



“Nito o ou omo wa itto o mo ezu.”



YOU CAN’T 
PRACTICE 
LIGHTNING-FAST  
VERTICAL FORCE 
WHEN FATIGUED



“l’ve learned when I really condition 
myself hard, I feel myself getting slower.”  





“THE GRIND” makes it difficult to train 
your most explosive muscle fibers.



But we have no cats!  
Slow twitch athletes need volume!

Volume NEVER creates speed.



I wore these in 
track practice 

every day 
back in 1976.  

We never 
sprinted.



“We never sprinted, 
we just ran.”  

 



Tired athletes 
never look 
like this. 

Volume is the 
enemy of the 

sprinter.



Speed Grows Like a Tree, Plant Now



AT AGE 15 -   10.31    20.88   48.41





Alec Holler & Travis Anderson





RECORD 
RANK 
PUBLISH 



No indoor 
track?



Must have timing system to measure max speed. 



10 METER FLY 
Anything more explosive? 
(10 meters per second) 

Best strength drill? 

100% of available fast-twitch 
muscle fibers? 



Conversions to mph 

22.37 ÷ 10m fly = mph 
44.74 ÷ 20m fly = mph 

20.45 ÷ 10y fly = mph 
40.90 ÷ 20y fly = mph 





102 male athletes participated in winter speed training 2017-2018 
Here we see 40 yard dash times



I time 40y with stopwatch (avg of best 3), final 10m 
with Freelap. School record is 0.92. Bolt 0.81



Data-Driven 
Speed Training



Without data, you don’t 
know where you’ve been 

and you don’t know where 
you’re going.



Number of PN Athletes 
Sub 4.60 in 40
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Tyler Hoosman 

AVG 40  
Fr  5.28 
So 4.66 
Jr  4.43 
Sr 4.42  

AVG 10m Fly 
Fr  1.37 
So 1.12 
Jr  1.01  
Sr  1.00



Best 40 – 4.34  
Best 10m – 0.97



ENERGY SYSTEMS 



•Anaerobic ALACTIC (SPEED ZONE) - (sprint 
5-10 seconds with enough rest to sprint 
again (no lactate) 

•Anaerobic LACTATE (SPEED ENDURANCE) - 
(sprint until you get dizzy, incomplete rest, 
then try to sprint again 

•Aerobic (CONTINUOUS SLOW) - Long steady 
low-intensity sub-max “running” (no lactate)

Energy Systems



Who’s “in shape”? 

Tony Holler - 50.2 in 400  

Dave Finnestad 14:24 in XC 



“You are not sick, you are acidic.”

Lactate work does not build speed.



Anaerobic (two types)  
 

Alactic 
5-10 Seconds of Intensity  

 
Lactic  

Up to 90 Seconds of Intensity  
 



Alactic 
 Use of Freely Available ATP  

 
Lactic  

Glycolysis  
Resulting in  

Lactate & Acidosis  
 



Chemistry of Glycolysis 

Glucose never enters mitochondria, never enters Krebs 
Cycle; instead splits into two pyruvic acid molecules, ATP 
produced without oxygen (Krebs Cycle requires oxygen) 

Pyruvic Acid -> Pyruvate -> Lactic Acid (exists briefly) ->  

Lactate + Hydrogen Ions 

Lactate is “measurable” in blood. 

Hydrogen ions = the poison (acidity) that shuts down 
glycolysis (glycolytic shutdown sucks) 



 

hydrogen ions cause “acidosis”   

shuts down glycolysis 

Lactate is measurable 
You will know acidosis when you see it



Lactate workouts do NOT improve speed 
(opposite is true) 

48-hour hangover 

 



Never let today’s 
workout ruin 

tomorrow’s workout. 



Lactate Threshold? 
Marathon runners exhibit  

near resting levels of lactate 
despite total exhaustion





Borzov swept the sprints in Munich ‘72 and 
smoked cigarettes.





AEROBIC RUNNING DESTROYS 
MECHANICS, CNS, &  
SPRINTER MORALE. 



 RUNNING VS SPRINTING



Clyde Hart nearly ruined 
high school track and 
field.  

High school coaches 
copied his program. 

High volume progressing 
to high speed. 

15 x 200 WTF 

Feed the Cats - the 
antithesis of Clyde Hart. 



But don’t you need “endurance” to finish strong?



But how do your cats survive the 4x4? 

21 Years of Feed the Cats 
10 All-State 4x4’s  

24 different guys sub 50 split in 4x4 
17 of 21 years sub-3:25 in 4x4 

School of 550 kids – 3:18.3 in 2004 



WORK ON SPEED 
AND 

HIGH PERFORMANCE

GET AEROBICALLY 
FIT BY STACKING 

ANAEROBIC WORK



MECHANICS



Get tall. 
Cross the hips. 
Foot high and in 
front.























JOHN WOODEN’S  
EIGHT LAWS OF LEARNING 
 
1. Explanation  
2. Demonstration  
3. Imitation  
4. Repetition  
5. Repetition  
6. Repetition  
7. Repetition  
8. Repetition  



SPEED RESERVE



“The faster 
your top-end 

speed, the 
faster your 
sub-max 
speed.”  

-Latif Thomas, 
WISTCA 2011



TRAIN AT 100 MPH 
80 MPH IS A BREEZE 

TRAIN AT 60 MPH 
80 MPH SUCKS



THE WEIGHT 
ROOM



 
Sprinting is more neurological than muscular. 



Size Never Creates Speed





"The stronger you are against heavy 
resistance, the less explosive you will 

become."  
-Frans Bosch



MYTH 

STRONGER = FASTER 
(but fast people are strong) 

Speed and plyometric training produce high 
levels of tension and levels of neural 

excitement you can’t reach in the weight room.



Speed is the Priority?



We don’t push sleds, too slow.



We don’t pull sleds, too slow. 



We sure as hell don’t wear parachutes.



“Connor is 
strong enough.” 

- Chris Korfist



Damon Lampley 

13 times over 7’0” as Harrisburg 
senior (1995) 

5 years at Iowa State - PR 6’11” 





Kapri 
Bibbs 
4.67




